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Abstract Scientific literacy provides the ability to implement science in everyday life. That statement can be demonstrated through socio-scientific issues (SSI), which involve decision making in realistic social issues with scientific context. SSI includes bioethics. Bioethical issues, such as the animal experimentation dilemma combines the scientific and ethical considerations. Public discourse in an authentic environment of online news sites can be suggested as a resource to indicate the meaningful educational goal of science literacy. Reader comments to online coverage of animal experimentation in the Hebrew media were analyzed as indicators for science-related public discourse. Components of scientific literacy were examined in reader comments to animal experimentation coverage. It was found that the discourse includes scientific concepts, some of which are included in school curriculum, and some reflected scientific content which had brought to the debate from stakeholders' sites. The discourse contained some understandings about research methods, awareness to nature of science and was formulated in a range of argumentations levels. It was suggested that characterizing components of scientific literacy can shed light on the role of the science education for involvement in complex reality. Implementation of science in everyday life requires scientific tool box, beside other domains as ethics. Keywords: scientific literacy, bioethics, animal experimentation, online media, public engagement with science.



Scientific Literacy in Readers' Comments to the coverage of Animal Experimentation in Online Media 1. Background, Framework, and Purpose The science literacy movement maintains that science education has to prepare students to function and become involved in a complex reality (Schleicher, 2000). Therefore, one of the main objectives of science education is the promotion of intelligent use of scientific knowledge and habits of mind in society. Feinstein (2011) defines "science literate people" as people who can connect science with their own curiosities and crises in ways that are satisfying to them. Science is involved in everyday life in unpredictable ways that are shaped by personal motivations and cultural context. Feinstein maintains that the assumption that students can transfer general scientific principles to specific circumstances is unrealistic. He suggests making science literacy a meaningful educational goal by redefining it based on the actual uses of science in daily life. Consequently, educators must pay attention to the ways in which laypeople become involved in science (Feinstein, 2011). Although surveys repeatedly show the general public to be interested in science and science news, they also consistently point to its general lack of factual and procedural knowledge (Eurobarometer, 2010; National Science Board, 2010). For most adults in the developed world, the media is the primary source of information about science. Therefore, the media is a good place to look for the use of science in everyday life, such as in media coverage and public discussion of socio-scientific issues. Socio-Scientific Issues (SSI) involve decision making in realistic social issues with scientific context (Zeidler, 2009). In the media, SSI is characterized by drawing the limits of scientific knowledge, involving personal and social decision making, analyzing risks, and usually by calling for ethical reasoning (Ratcliffe & Grace, 2003). The depth of understanding required for a citizen to be able to follow and participate in public policy discussions of a scientific or technological issue, such as SSI, has been the subject of extensive debate in recent years (Miller, 2004). Miller (2004) suggested that this level of understanding should be sufficient to read and comprehend the science section of The New York Times. Bioethics and animal experimentation Ethics deals with moral aspects of human behavior, basic perceptions and justifications of values, as well as with concepts of good and evil, right or wrong (Steinberg, 2004). Ethics involves cognitive skills and non-rational solutions, used to address moral dilemmas in which solid arguments support conflicting conclusions. Most ethical dilemmas present a need to balance rival claims in uncertain circumstances. Pluralistic societies have multiple sources of morality, which often lead to ethical conflicts (Beauchamp & Walters, 1999). One context in which science and ethics interact is bioethics, and specifically the field of animal experimentation. Messages in the public sphere in this topic are not consistent. While some animal rights supporters argue that experimenting on apes is tantamount to experimenting on humans, others explain that animal testing is unreliable since animals are not a good model for humans. The philosophical origins of moral arguments may differ, as well. Animal welfare, which is driven by compassion, focuses on care ethics, while animal rights approaches focus on the moral status of animals. The modern debate revolves around the questions of animals' consciousness and rights, animals' suffering, and the value of scientific knowledge gained in animal research (Grayson, 2000; Monamy, 2000).



The framework used as a cornerstone for modern research practice (Monamy, 2000) is the 'The three Rs', suggested by Russell and Burch (1959). These are: replacement (find alternative methods which do not use conscious, living vertebrates or replace them with animals less closely related to humans, such as mice), reduction (minimizing the number of animals used as much as possible), and refinement (decrease inhumane procedures). 2) Rationale Animal experimental issue stems from basic scientific need, but the core of that dilemma is moral, not scientific. Science is required to discuss the issue. The scientific and the moral reasoning must be developed in order to give a serious and deep answer. One question derives from the dilemma is the goal of the experiments. That question examines the claim that using animals promotes and save human life. That goal is moral, not scientific. The way of dealing with this claim is mostly scientific. Are the experiments truly promoting human life? Is the animal model valid? Reader comments to online coverage of animal experimentation in the Hebrew media were analyzed as indicators for science-related public discourse. We ask: How do reader comments to animal experimentation coverage reflect components of scientific literacy? 3) Methods Data source: Ynet (ynet.co.il) is an Israeli online news site in Hebrew, which is affiliated with the popular daily newspaper Yedioth Aharonoth. (TIM, 2010). Sampling: In the course of one year (July 15, 2009 - July 15, 2010) all the relevant sections in Ynet were examined for animal experimentation related coverage. Thirty two articles which involved animal experimentation were found. Of these, 17 stories dealt directly with animal experimentation. Other articles were traditional science stories which reported indirectly on animal experimentation in the context of new research or application of science. Ten items were selected by quota sampling. These ten articles attracted a total of 679 reader comments, of which 602 were related to animal experimentation. Data analysis: Both media coverage and reader comments were coded for components of scientific literacy: Science content. Science concepts were classified to school curriculum concepts and concepts which were not taught at school. Possible internet data sources for readers' arguments were identified. Inquiry reasoning. Claims which reflect understanding of research components. Understanding the nature of science based on Lederman 2002 examined claims which reflected outlooks on science tentativeness or finiteness, objectivity or interests affected, awareness to the scientific community role, understanding the gap between methods and reality, etc. (Lederman, 2002). Argumentation. The level of the argument was determined based on classification suggested by Schwartz et al (2003). This four-level hierarchical scheme was developed for evaluating individual and collective changes based on the existence of claim, support and restrictions. Here we want to focus on one example which describes the readers' discussion on the validity of the animal model as part of the comments to the article: Living education: Who loses from injuring lab animals? July 7, 2010. 4) Results Concepts of school curriculum included basic anatomy and physiology concepts, and basic biology concepts such as: mutation, adverse effects and toxicity. Concept which



was not taught at school was specific, such as Thalidomide and other medications, distinguish between micro and macro level in disease research. Possible internet data sources for readers' information were found at Hebrew animal rights organizations and one pro testing organization. Research components were incorporated in the arguments, for example: sample size, the model function, drawing conclusions. Nature of science was expressed by understanding limits of research, concept of development of models, consensus of the scientific community that caused drug approval without scrutiny, etc. Argumentation level ranges between 2 (one side support) such as: "Penicillin is poison for mice. Lucky not to have tried in animals" to 4 (analysis decomposition) "Thalidomide was not tested on enough animals. Rabbit is the best animal model for simulating teratogenic effect...But what is your alternative? …all alternatives are the early stages in drug developments…animals are the final stage…"



5) Conclusions and Implications Reader comments can demonstrate the range of uses of science knowledge and ways of thinking in everyday life. Characterizing components of scientific literacy can shed light on the role of the science education for involvement in complex reality. Beyond the scientific skills the ethical skills required to engage in issues should be considered. 6) Bibliography Beauchamp, T. L., & Walters, L. R. (1999). Contemporary Issues in Bioethics: Wadsworth Publishing Company. Eurobarometer. (2010). Science and Technology: European Commission. Feinstein, N. (2011). Salvaging science literacy. Science Education, 95, 168-185. Grayson, L. (2000). Animals in Research: For and Against. London: The British Library. Lederman, N. G., Abd-El-Khalick,F. , Bell, R.L., Schwartz, R.S. (2002). Views of nature of science questionnaire: Toward valid and meaningful assessment of learners’ conceptions of nature of science. Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 39(6), 497–521. Miller, J. D. (2004). Public Understanding of, and Attitudes toward, Scientific Research: What We Know and What We Need to Know. Public Understanding of Science, 13(3), 273-294. Monamy, V. (2000). Animal Experimentation: A Guide to the Issue. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. National Science Board. (2010). Science and Technology: Public Attitudes and Understanding. In Science and Engineering Indicators 2010. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office. Ratcliffe, M., & Grace, M. (2003). Science education for citizenship: Teaching socioscientific issues. Philadelphia: PA: Open University Press. Russell, W. M. S., & Burch, R. L. (1959). The Principles of Humane Experimental Technique. London: Methuen. Schleicher, A. (2000). Monitoring Student Knowledge and Skills: The OECD Programme for International Student Assessment. In D. Shorrocks-Taylor & E. W. Jenkins (Eds.), Learning from Others (pp. 63-77): OECD. Netherlands. Steinberg, A. (2004). Medical Ethics. In A. Steinberg (Ed.), Jewish Medical Ethics (Vol. 1, pp. 3-27). Jerusalem: Schlesinger Institute. TIM. (2010). Internet site ranking, March 2010: TNS Teleseker Internet Monitor.
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